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Wide ranges of companies have deployed successful applications of data mining. 
While early adopters of this technology have tended to be in information-intensive 
industries such as financial services and direct mail marketing the technology is 
applicable to any company looking to leverage a large data warehouse to better 
manage their customer relationships. Two critical factors for success with data mining 
are 
• Large and well-integrated data warehouse  
• A well-defined understanding of the business process within which data mining 

is to be applied (such as customer prospecting, retention, campaign 
management, and so on).  

 
Some successful application areas include 
• A pharmaceutical company can analyze its recent sales force activity and their 

results to improve targeting of high-value physicians and determine which 
marketing activities will have the greatest impact in the next few months.  

• A credit card company can leverage its vast warehouse of customer transaction 
data to identify customers most likely to be interested in a new credit product.  

• A diversified transportation company with a large direct sales force can apply 
data mining to identify the best prospects for its services.  

• A large consumer package goods company can apply data mining to improve its 
sales process to retailers.  

 
Application of Data Mining in Intrusion Detection 
The goal of intrusion detection is to detect security violations in information systems. 
Intrusion detection is a passive approach to security as it monitors information 
systems and raises alarms when security violations are detected. Examples of security 
violations include the abuse of privileges or the use of attacks to exploit software or 
protocol vulnerabilities. 
 Traditionally, intrusion detection techniques are classified into two broad 
categories: misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection works by 
searching for the traces or patterns of well-known attacks. Clearly, only known 
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attacks that leave characteristic traces can be detected that way. Anomaly detection, 
on the other hand, uses a model of normal user or system behavior and flags 
significant deviations from this model as potentially malicious. This model of normal 
user or system behavior is commonly known as the user or system profile. A strength 
of anomaly detection is its ability to detect previously unknown attacks. 
 Additionally, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are categorized according to the 
kind of input information they analyze. This leads to the distinction between host-
based and network-based IDSs. Host-based IDSs analyze host-bound audit sources 
such as operating system audit trails, system logs, or application logs. Network-based 
IDSs analyze network packets that are captured on a network.  
 Each of these examples has a clear common ground. They leverage the knowledge 
about customers implicit in a data warehouse to reduce costs and improve the value of 
customer relationships. These organizations can now focus their efforts on the most 
important (profitable) customers and prospects and design targeted marketing 
strategies to best reach them. 
 As for as business is concerned the current scenario of the business environment is 
bestowed with the very new information analysis tools namely intelligent agents. 
These are the software components that perform a part of process using the 
knowledge base. Such components or agents not only sift information from heap of 
data but also deliver information in a meaningful way. Data mining is one of these 
tools that is refers to examination of large volume of data for trends and patterns. It 
involves drill down techniques to break higher-level figures into lower level figures.  
 They find applications wherever there are complex and subtle relationships 
between individual products and services that are not easy to identify but have 
significant implications for revenues and profitability. The applications of data mining 
hence are immense. Some common applications of data mining in business include 
the following 
• Data mining concepts are in use for the Sales and marketing to provide better 

customer service, to improve cross-selling opportunities, to increase direct mail 
response rates.  

• Customer Retention in the form of identification of patterns of defection and 
prediction of likely defections is possible through data mining. 

• Risk Assessment and Fraud area also uses the data-mining concept for 
identifying the inappropriate or unusual behavior etc. 

 
Examples of data mining findings in business 
• 65% of the customers who did not use a particular credit card in the last six 

months are likely to cancel that account. 
• 89% of the customers who bought a new computer are 90% likely to buy a web 

camera within next 4 weeks. 
• If age<30 and income<=25,000 and credit ratings <3 and credit amount > 

25,000 then the minimum loan term is 10 years. 
 
Concept of OLAP 
OLAP is an acronym for On Line Analytical Processing. It is an approach to quickly 
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provide the answer to analytical queries that are dimensional in nature. It is part of the 
broader category business intelligence which also includes relational reporting and 
data mining. The typical applications of OLAP are in business reporting for sales, 
marketing, management reporting, business performance management (BPM), 
budgeting and forecasting, financial reporting and similar areas.  
 
Overview of Data Mining Techniques for Intrusoin Detection 
Data mining is an information extraction activity whose goal is to discover hidden 
facts contained in databases. Using a combination of machine learning, statistical 
analysis, modeling techniques and database technology, data mining finds patterns 
and subtle relationships in data and infers rules that allow the prediction of future 
results.  

 

 
 

Figure 
 
 
 Data mining sorts through data to identify patterns and establish relationships. 
Data mining parameters include: association, sequence analysis, classification, 
clustering, forecasting  

• Association - looking for patterns where one event is connected to another 
event. • Sequence or path analysis - looking for patterns where one event 
leads to another later event. 

• Classification - looking for new patterns  
• Clustering - finding and visually documenting groups of facts not previously 

known.  
• Forecasting - discovering patterns in data that can lead to reasonable 

predictions about the future.  
 
 For every data mining system, a data preprocessing step is one of the most 
important aspects. Data preprocessing consumes 80% time of a typical, real world 
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data mining effort. Poor quality of data may lead to nonsensical data mining results, 
which will subsequently have to be discarded. Data preprocessing concerns the 
selection, evaluation, cleaning, enrichment, and transformation of the data. 
 The figure below explains the Architecture of Data Mining based IDS consists of 
sensors, detectors, a data warehouse, and a model generation component. This 
architecture is capable of supporting not only data gathering, sharing, and analysis, 
but also data archiving and model generation and distribution. 

 

 
 
 
 In the following section we describe the components depicted in Figure2 in detail. 
 
Sensors 
Sensors observe raw data on a monitored system and compute features for use in 
model evaluation. Sensors insulate the rest of the IDS from the specific low level 
properties of the target system being monitored. This is done by having all the sensors 
implement a Basic Auditing Module (BAM) framework. 
 
Detectors 
Detectors take processed data from sensors and use a detection model to evaluate the 
data and determine if it is an attack. The detectors also send back the result to the data 
warehouse for further analysis and report. There can be several (or multiple layers of) 
detectors monitoring the same system. For example, workloads can be distributed to 
different detectors to analyze events in parallel. There can also be a “back-end” 
detector, which employs very sophisticated models for correlation or trend analysis, 
and several “front-end” detectors that perform quick and simple intrusion detection. 
The front-end detectors keep up with high-speed and high-volume traffic, and must 
pass data to the back-end detector to perform more thorough and time consuming 
analysis. 
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Proposed Algorithms 
MADAM ID – Mining Audit Data for Automated Models for Intrusion Detection 
MADAM ID is a network based intrusion detection system that uses a data mining 
approach to detect anomaly as well as misuse detection. The main components of 
MADAM ID are classification and meta-classification programs, association rules and 
frequent episodes programs, a feature construction system, and a conversion system 
that translates off-line learned rules into real-time modules.  
 Using MADAMID, raw audit data is first preprocessed into records with a set of 
“intrinsic” (i.e., general purposes) features, e.g., duration, source and destination hosts 
and ports, number of bytes transmitted, etc. Data mining algorithms are then applied 
to compute the frequent activity patterns, in the forms of association rules and 
frequent episodes, from the audit records. Association rules describe correlations 
among system features (e.g., what shell command is associated with what argument); 
whereas frequent episodes capture the sequential (temporal) co-occurrences of system 
events (e.g., what network connections are made within a short time-span). Together, 
association rules and frequent episodes form the statistical summaries of system 
activities. Domain knowledge is required in MADAM ID. Human experts need to first 
define a basic set of features as the seed for the automatic feature construction 
process. 
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